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Profile  
Computer networking dedicated person. Currently specializing in the latest computer networking technologies. 

Experienced in working on remote locations. 3D printing enthusiast. World traveler. Highly motivated to leave Bulgaria 

to be working on 1-2 year projects on remote locations. 

Experience  
IT OPERATIONS ENGINEER, DUNDEE PRECIOUS METALS – 2019 – Present 

Member of the Global team responsible for most networking needs at Operations level. Responsible for network 

operations tasks from all sites of the company. Added assets such as Cisco ISE management and Cisco Firepower 

Management Center operations. 

 Preparing orders for equipment through OPEX/CAPEX budgets. 

 Planning license and support renewal for the network equipment. 

Administration of company global critical services such as: 

- Cisco FMC 

- Cisco ISE 

- Cisco Prime Infrastructure 

- Darktrace 

- Switches both enterprise and industrial 

- Routers 

- Firewalls 

- WLCs 

- Aeroscout solutions 

- Microsens NMP 

- Taking care of level 2 network related tickets 

Projects currently working on:  

- Network hardware refresh at Chelopech underground mine. 

- Centralized UPS monitor and maintenance site-wide at Chelopech mine. 

- Designing and implementing wireless MESH at underground mine of Chelopech site. 

Projects finished: 

- Designing and implementing networks for perimeter security, video surveillance and industrial monitoring at 

Chelopech mine tailings. 

 

NETWORK ADMINISTRATOR, DUNDEE PRECIOUS METALS CHELOPECH - 2017-2019 

 As a part of the Global team was responsible for routing and switching day-to-day tasks in the Company. Administrator 

of the underground network in Chelopech mine. I was responsible for the wireless solutions and technologies within 

the Company. Technologies used - DMVPN, EIGRP, WLC, Prime Infrastructure, Ekahau site survey and more.  

Administration of company global critical services such as: 



- Cisco Prime Infrastructure 

- Darktrace 

- Switches 

- Routers 

- Firewalls 

- WLCs 

- Aeroscout solutions 

- Cisco MSE 

- Wireless access points 

- Taking care of level 2 network related tickets 

 

Projects finished: 

- Wireless design and implementation at Ada Tepe mine in Krumovgrad. 

- Industrial network implementation at Ada Tepe mine in Krumovgrad. 

 

JUNIOR NETWORK ADMINISTRATOR, DUNDEE PRECIOUS METALS CHELOPECH - 2015-2017  

Responsible mainly for local routing and switching tasks in Chelopech mine. Basic daily tasks such as switch configuration 

and replacement, voip phone configuration, access point configuration and wireless repeater configuration and 

maintenance.  

- Cisco enterprise switches 

- Cisco access points 

- Cisco voip phones. 

- Working on level 1 networking tickets 

Projects finished: 

- Network transition of Bor and Belgrade sites after acquisition of another company.  

 

IT SPECIALIST, DUNDEE PRECIOUS METALS CHELOPECH — 2013-2015  

Shift based job. Responsible for the maintenance of the underground network in Chelopech mine. Industrial switch and 

tablet configuration and replacement.   

- Configuration and monitoring of Microsens industrial switches via Microsens NMP. 

- Monitoring underground wireless communications via Cisco Prime Infrastructure. 

- Configuration, installation and maintenance of tablets used in all mining machinery. 

- Monitoring Underground equipment via Aeroscout Mobile View. 

- Assisting with helpdesk tasks during shifts and weekends.   

HELPDESK TECHNICIAN, EBS LTD. — 2012-2013  

Shift based job. Responsible for the maintenance of the underground network in Chelopech mine. Industrial switch and 

tablet configuration and replacement. 

- Configuration and monitoring of Microsens industrial switches via Microsens NMP. 

- Monitoring underground wireless communications via Cisco Prime Infrastructure. 

- Configuration, installation and maintenance of tablets used in all mining machinery. 

- Monitoring Underground equipment via Aeroscout Mobile View. 

- Assisting with helpdesk tasks during shifts and weekends.   

Education  
University of telecommunications and posts, Sofia. Telecommunication technologies 2021-Ongoing 



Technical university of Sofia, Machine and Device constructing - 2009-2012 (Not graduated) 

Darktrace administration training passed. 

Cisco FMC administration training passed. 

Aeroscout administration training passed. 

 

Skills  
Both administering and troubleshooting - Cisco Prime Infrastructure, Cisco WLC, Cisco IOS, Cisco APs, Aeroscout 

MobileView, Ekahau Site Survey, Darktrace, DUO Mobile, Cisco MSE, Mikrotik, Microsens industrial switches.  

Accomplishments  
Cisco CCNA R&S 

Cisco 300-365 WIDEPLOY  

CEHv9 

SSFIPS 

Completed Cisco TAC incubator program at IBM Sofia 

Passed Agile Software Development at SoftUni 

Passed Software Development with Scrum at SoftUni 

Passed Networking Fundamentals at SoftUni 

Passed Networking Advanced at SoftUni  

Bulgarian Famelab finalist 2011.  

Team OGX member at AIESEC in 2011.  

Languages spoken and written:  

- English - Excellent  

- German - Basic 

Targets  
Obtaining CCNP Enterprise. 

Obtaining Cisco Devasc 200-901. 

Passing MS SQL fundamentals at SofUni. 

Passing Cisco 200-401 IMINS. 

Pursuing wireless (as well as IoT and Cellular) knowledge and certifications. 

Pursuing AWS knowledge and certifications. 


